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Java APIs, Extensions and Libraries: With JavaFX, JDBC, jmod, jlink, Networking, and the Process APIApress, 2018

	
		This book completes the Apress Java learning journey and is a comprehensive approach to learning Java APIs, extensions, and modules such as Java EE integration, mobile Java modules, JavaFX, and JDBC. In this book, you'll learn how to build user interfaces with Swing and JavaFX as well as how to write network programs with the...
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Advanced Programming Language DesignAddison Wesley, 1995
This book stems in part from courses taught at the University of Kentucky
and at the University of Wisconsin–Madison on programming language design.
There are many good books that deal with the subject at an undergraduate
level, but there are few that are suitable for a one-semester graduatelevel
course. This book is my...
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Python Scripting for Computational Science (Texts in Computational Science and Engineering)Springer, 2004
The goal of this book is to teach computational scientists and engineers how to develop tailored, flexible, and efficient working environments built from small programs (scripts) written in the easy-to-learn, very high-level language Python. The focus is on examples and applications of relevance to computational science: gluing existing...
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Data Model Patterns: A Metadata Map (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
A very ambitious undertaking, masterfully described. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first published version of the detailed models implied by the Zachman Framework. David Hay builds the models one step at a time, describing in each increment why the new entities were added, and how they related to the rest of the model. At least as...
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Programming in Objective-C 2.0 (2nd Edition) (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2009
 

From the author of Programming in C,Programming in Objective-C 2.0 provides the new programmer a complete, step-by-step introduction to the Objective-C language. The book does not assume previous experience with either C or object-oriented programming...
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Business Process Management Workshops: BPM 2009 International WorkshopsSpringer, 2010

	This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-workshop proceedings of eight international workshops held in Ulm, Germany, in conjunction with the 7th International Conference on Business Process Management, BPM 2009, in September 2009. The eight workshops were on Empirical Research in Business Process Management (ER-BPM 2009), Reference...
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S+Functional Data Analysis User's GuideSpringer, 2005

	S+Functional Data Analysis is the first commercial object oriented package for exploring, modeling, and analyzing functional data. Functional data analysis (FDA) handles longitudinal data and treats each observation as a function of time (or other variable). The functions are related. The goal is to analyze a sample of functions instead of a...
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UML Distilled: A Brief Guide to the Standard Object Modeling Language (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1999
Now widely adopted as the de facto industry standard and sanctioned by the
Object Management Group, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a notation
all software developers need to know and understand. However, the UML is a big
language, and not all of it is equally important. The award-winning first edition of
UML Distilled...
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XML in Theory and PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
XML is a powerful cross-platform mark-up language which has been readily adopted as a standard in many spheres of web and software development. Real benefits include its ease of integration into existing systems, the simplicity of using it in object-oriented environments and its wide applicability. Chris Bates shows how to use XML in modern...
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Data Access Patterns: Database Interactions in Object-Oriented ApplicationsAddison Wesley, 2003
Efficient, high-quality data access code is crucial to the performance and usability of virtually any enterprise application-and there's no better way to improve an existing system than to optimize its data access code. Regardless of database engine, platform, language, or application, developers repeatedly encounter the same...
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Foundations of AOP for J2EE Development (Foundation)Apress, 2005
Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) is a programming paradigm that was defined at the
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) in the mid-1990s. The roots of this paradigm can be
traced back to several works designed to improve code modularity and facilitate reuse and
maintenance.

The benefits of AOP for modularizing code have...
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The Neural Simulation Language: A System for Brain ModelingMIT Press, 2002
The Neural Simulation Language (NSL), developed by Alfredo Weitzenfeld, Michael Arbib, and Amanda Alexander, provides a simulation environment for modular brain modeling. NSL is an object-oriented language offering object-oriented protocols applicable to all levels of neural simulation. One of NSL's main strengths is that it allows for realistic...
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